
FRONT LOWER WISHBONE REAR BUSH

DESCRIPTION

Product description:

Contents (parts per pack):

PFF19-1202 - FRONT LOWER WISHBONE REAR BUSH

2 x bushes

1 x grease

1. Remove front lower wishbone from the car.

2.

3.

4. Lubricate the chamfered lip of the bush with soap, press the bush into the `open`

end of the bracket until the tapered end pops out of the swaged lip.

5. Apply the supplied grease to the pin of the wishbone and push into the powerflex

bush making sure the bracket is the correct way around. The pin fits into the end

with the tapered recess.

6. Refit the wishbone to the car.

Please read the complete fitting instructions and check package components before fitment.

These fitting instructions are to be used as a guide and in conjunction with workshop manual.

It is recommended that:

- all work to be carried out by a licensed technician;

- all safety precautions adhered to;

- wheel alignment to be checked and adjusted as required after any suspension work.

All fasteners must be tensioned to manufacturer’s torque settings.

Fitting Instructions:

T found to

. Press out the alloy cage which is left in the bracket.

The original front wishbone rear bush is oil filled and caution must be taken when

removing the original bush. Please also note Ford uses the same bracket for both

sides they just insert the wishbone from the opposite end.

he safest and easiest way we remove the original bush was to first

support the bracket and press the center metal part through, THIS SPLITS THE

RUBBER ALLOWING THE OIL TO ESCAPE. Next using a blow torch or oxyacetylene

burn the rubber away Clean

all the old rubber from the bracket. Cut the outer sleeve off the rear pin of the

wishbone.
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